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KEY=JEFF - NORMAN MIDDLETON
LANDMOOR
Amberlin Books From an stunning new voice in fantasy comes the debut novel Landmoor. Thealos Quickfellow, a Shae
from Avisahn, has left his homeland to face a danger threatening his people - a danger that exists near the fortress of
Landmoor.

THE HIDDEN RELIC
47North The second book in the epic Evermen Saga. With the fate of their homeland still in jeopardy, siblings Ella and
Miro must face the Primate's evil as he discovers a new technique: a way to extract essence from human blood. The
Primate has been temporarily defeated, but his home was once inhabited by the Evermen, and their ancient secrets
still remain there. As the mysterious Evrin sets out to destroy everything he can, the Primate stumbles upon an
ancient book that tells of a hidden relic with unfathomable power—and he will stop at nothing to ﬁnd it. Realizing the
solution to defeating the Primate and saving the Empire is tied to the hidden relic, Ella, Miro, Killian, and the desert
prince Ilathor must race to reach the relic before the Primate…or suﬀer disastrous consequences.

THE PATH OF THE STORM
47North Two years have passed since the war. The Primate is dead, the machines at Stonewater have been destroyed,
yet without essence the Empire's economy has collapsed. Trade is at a standstill, famine sets in, and, with no food and
no essence, the people begin to riot. In the midst of the growing unrest, Miro struggles to balance his life with Amber
against his resolve to keep threats to the Empire at bay. His sister Ella helps to build the machinery the Empire
desperately needs, but she longs to ﬁnd Killian and believes his powers will be needed in the conﬂict to come. News of
a wedding brings a much-needed ray of hope to the weary people. But as citizens and leaders gather from afar for the
festivities, an evil threat shatters the fragile peace: one of the Evermen has returned. And he will not rest until he has
completely destroyed the humans he despises.

SECOND SIGHT (SECOND TALE OF THE LIFESONG)
Eternity Press

DIFFERENCE AND DIVERSITY IN COUNSELLING
CONTEMPORARY PSYCHODYNAMIC APPROACHES
Bloomsbury Publishing All counsellors are compelled to take account of the diverse society in which they practice and
to inform themselves of best practice with all client groups. This book provides a contemporary psychodynamic
perspective on diﬀerence and diversity to bring practitioners up to date with current thinking when faced with a client
who is in some way 'diﬀerent'. References to race, culture or disability in classical psychoanalytic literature are few. In
a society that embraces diversity and seeks to aﬀord equality for all, theories of male and female identity development
need revisiting. Older people make up a large proportion of the population and religious beliefs make headline news,
but psychodynamic perspectives on clinical work with such groups are limited. Indeed, the social context of the 21st
century, that provides the backdrop for the hopes, fears and aspirations of our clients, warrants attention, as people
and organisations are shaped by the social systems that prevail. In the past decade equal opportunities legislation and
the need to be proactive in thinking about diversity has begun to make its mark. Complacency is no longer tolerated.
This book is essential reading for counsellors and psychotherapists in training and for experienced practitioners whose
continuous professional development will be enhanced by re-evaluating how diversity aﬀects their practice.

CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR: PEARSON NEW INTERNATIONAL EDITION
A PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH
For undergraduate and graduate courses in criminal behavior, criminology, the psychology of crime, crime and
delinquency, and forensic psychology. A comprehensive psychological approach to criminal behavior. Accurate,
researched-based, contemporary, and comprehensive: Criminal Behavior: A Psychological Approach, Tenth Edition,
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builds on the excellence established in previous editions. The text oﬀers a detailed look at crime, what may lead to it,
and how criminal behavior may be prevented, all from a psychological perspective. Focusing on serious crimes,
particularly those involving violence, Criminal Behavior oﬀers a comprehensive look at this complex ﬁeld with eﬀective
and engaging material that has been classroom-tested for over thirty years.

GOLDEN AGE
47North The discovery of a strange and superior warship sends Dion, youngest son of the king of Xanthos, and Chloe, a
Phalesian princess, on a journey across the sea, where they are confronted by a kingdom far more powerful than they
could ever have imagined. But they also ﬁnd a place in turmoil, for the ruthless sun king, Solon, is dying. In order to
gain entrance to heaven, Solon is building a tomb--a pyramid clad in gold--and has scoured his own empire for gold
until there's no more to be found. Now Solon's gaze turns to Chloe's homeland, Phalesia, and its famous sacred ark,
made of solid gold. The legends say it must never be opened, but Solon has no fear of foreigners' legends or even their
armies. And he isn't afraid of the eldren, an ancient race of shape-shifters, long ago driven into the Wilds. For when he
gets the gold, Solon knows he will live forever.

KNIGHT'S RANSOM
47North "Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown. A brutal war of succession has plunged the court of Kingfountain
into a power struggle between a charitable king who took the crown unlawfully and his ambitious rival, Devon
Argentine. The balance of power between the two men hinges on the fate of a young boy ensnared in this courtly
intrigue. A boy beﬁttingly nicknamed Ransom. When the Argentine family ﬁnally rules, Ransom must make his own way
in the world. Opportunities open and shut before him as he journeys along the path to knighthood, blind to a shadowy
conspiracy of jealousy and revenge. Ransom interrupts an abduction plot targeting the Queen of Ceredigion and earns
a position in service to her son, the ﬁrstborn of the new Argentine dynasty. But conﬂict and treachery threaten the
family, and Ransom must also come to understand and hone his burgeoning powers."--Publisher.

THE LORE OF THE EVERMEN
47North The Lord of the Night is coming. The future of civilization is at stake. Miro is in the Imperial capital to prepare
the Empire for the onslaught. He knows his homeland lies directly in the enemy's path but struggles to form the
alliances he needs. As the high lords bicker, Ella seeks Killian's help. But, amid the growing tensions, their
responsibilities drive them apart, as Killian can't be seen to favor Ella's homeland. Against a backdrop of old hurts,
guilty secrets, and shaky new allegiances, people of all nations and abilities must learn to trust one another again, and
form a united front against a powerful enemy intent on destroying them once and for all. This is the fourth book in the
epic Evermen Saga.

A DRAGON NAMED EGG
'The Rosen Publishing Group, Inc' It's hard to be diﬀerent. For Egg, it was almost impossible. As the ﬁrst dragon ever
born from an egg, he was remarkable, and he was unlike anyone else in his family. Small for his age, unable to ﬂy or
breathe ﬁre, and given a silly name, Egg struggles to ﬁgure out how he ﬁts in. However, sometimes the smallest being
can make the biggest change.

SUPERVISING COUNSELLORS
ISSUES OF RESPONSIBILITY
SAGE For many supervisors and supervisees, the question of where responsibility lies with the clientunsellor//supervisor triad had not been adequately answered until now. Supervising Counsellors sets out to do this be
exploring the issues fully and drawing practical conclusions which will serve as a framework for good practice.
Supervising Counsellors is a practical and insightful guide to the responsibilities facing all those involved in
supervising practitioners and trainees. Drawing together contributions and new research from those at the forefront of
supervisory practice, this book makes essential reading for both qualiﬁed and trainee supervisors. Part One deﬁnes
the supervisor's clinical, legal

SILVERKIN
Amberlin Books Buried in the catacombs beneath the fortress of Landmoor lies the Silverkin, an ancient talisman that
can overcome any Forbidden Magic. Thealos Quickfellow has the right to claim the Silverkin but knows little about the
deadly consequences befalling those who wield it. Before he can lay claim to it however, he must ﬁrst slip beyond the
web of Sorian who have beset Landmoor and battle amongst themselves for supremacy. On his journey Thealos will
learn personally of the sacriﬁces required to become a Sleepwalker and how to use the Silverkin to save his people.
But will using it destroy him?

THE DRUID
Dawning of Muirwood An abandoned child becomes a singular inspiration to the mythology of Muirwood in an epic
series by Jeﬀ Wheeler, Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the Muirwood and Kingfountain novels. Eilean was born
a "wretched"--a lowly foundling raised by the Aldermaston of Tintern Abbey. Then she's chosen to assist in establishing
the new abbey of Muirwood, now the site of a castle in the swamps of Bearden Muir. Eilean's role is as night servant to
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the druid Mordaunt, the king's exiled advisor--and prisoner. He's clever, dangerous, and invaluable to the Aldermaston.
Mordaunt's priceless secret: the hiding place of an ancient tome that reveals the existence of other worlds and the
magic between them. Mordaunt knows how potent its words are and how dangerous they could be in the wrong hands.
But can Eilean win him over? All she must do is gain Mordaunt's conﬁdence and trust and persuade the apostate to
divulge his secret to her. But as she learns more from Mordaunt, Eilean's loyalties begin to fray. And the risks are
greater than she imagined. Despite betrayals, deceptions, and the deadly motivations of others, a girl from the ﬂax
ﬁelds is about to rise above her station. By exploring the potential of the power of an ancient spoken magic, Eilean is
coming into her own.

THE QUEEN'S POISONER
47North King Severn Argentine's fearsome reputation precedes him: usurper of the throne, killer of rightful heirs,
ruthless punisher of traitors. Attempting to depose him, the Duke of Kiskaddon gambles...and loses. Now the duke
must atone by handing over his young son, Owen, as the king's hostage. And should his loyalty falter again, the boy
will pay with his life. Seeking allies and eluding Severn's spies, Owen learns to survive in the court of Kingfountain. But
when new evidence of his father's betrayal threatens to seal his fate, Owen must win the vengeful king's favor by
proving his worth--through extraordinary means. And only one person can aid his desperate cause: a mysterious
woman, dwelling in secrecy, who truly wields power over life, death, and destiny.

ENCHANTRESS
47North The ﬁrst book in the epic Evermen Saga. Ella and her brother, Miro, are orphans, their parents killed long ago
in the ongoing struggle against the mad Emperor. From the day Ella witnesses an enchanter using his talents to save
Miro from drowning, she knows what she wants to be. But the elite Academy of Enchanters expects tuition fees and
knowledge. Determined, Ella sells ﬂowers and studies every book she can. Meanwhile, Miro dreams of becoming one of
the world's ﬁnest swordsmen, wielding his nation's powerful enchanted weapons in defense of his homeland. A dark
force rises in the east, conquering all in its path, and Miro leaves for the front. When the void Miro left is ﬁlled by
Killian, a charming stranger from another land, Ella ﬁnds herself in love. But Killian has a secret, and Ella's actions will
determine the fate of her brother, her homeland, and the world.

SOARING IN STYLE
HOW AMELIA EARHART BECAME A FASHION ICON
Capstone

THE DARK SIDE OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Pen and Sword History Although the children's story Alice in Wonderland has been in print for over 150 years, the
mysteries and rumors surrounding the story and its creator Lewis Carroll have continued to grow. The Dark Side of
Alice in Wonderland is the ﬁrst time anyone has investigated the vast range of darker, more threatening aspects of
this famous story and the way Alice has been transformed over the years. This is the Alice of horror ﬁlms, Halloween,
murder and mystery, spectral ghosts, political satire, mental illnesses, weird feasts, Lolita, Tarot, pornography and
steampunk. The Beatles based famous songs such as Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds and I am the Walrus on Alice in
Wonderland, while she has even attracted the attention of world-famous artists including Salvador Dali. Take a look at
why the Japanese version of Lolita is so diﬀerent to that of novelist Vladimir Nabokov - yet both are based on Alice.
This is Alice in Wonderland as you have never seen her before: a dark, sometimes menacing, and threatening
character. Was Carroll all that he seemed? The stories of his child friends, nude photographs and sketches aﬀect the
way modern audiences look at the writer. Was he just a lonely academic, closet pedophile, brilliant puzzle maker or
even Jack the Ripper? For a book that began life as a simple children’s story, it has resulted in a vast array of dark
concepts, ideas and mysteries. So step inside the world of Alice in Wonderland and discover a dark side you never
knew existed!

THE POISONER'S ENEMY
(A KINGFOUNTAIN PREQUEL)
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Before she befriended a frightened young boy in the palace of
Kingfountain, Ankarette Tryneowy grew up during the shattering civil war that raged between members of the
Argentine family. This is the story of how the only daughter of a lawyer and a midwife became the famed Queen's
Poisoner. Recruited by King Eredur's ambitious uncle, Ankarette is thrown into a world of double dealing, deception,
and tangled loyalties. With the help of her mentor and friend, Sir Thomas, she must learn to trust her instincts and
remember that others will not always be loyal, even when they are of the same blood. But involving herself in the
machinations of the realm draws the eye of an enemy more dangerous than kings or dukes. How will she navigate the
politics of the realm and the desires of her heart to become the woman she needs to become?

THE KING'S SHADOW
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OBSESSION, BETRAYAL, AND THE DEADLY QUEST FOR THE LOST CITY OF ALEXANDRIA
St. Martin's Press Impeccably researched, and written like a thriller, Edmund Richardson's The King's Shadow is the
extraordinary untold and wild journey of Charles Masson - think Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid meets Indiana
Jones - and his search for the Lost City of Alexandria in the "Wild East" during the age of empires, kings, and spies. For
centuries the city of Alexandria Beneath the Mountains was a meeting point of East and West. Then it vanished. In
1833 it was discovered in Afghanistan by the unlikeliest person imaginable: Charles Masson, deserter, pilgrim, doctor,
archaeologist, spy, one of the most respected scholars in Asia, and the greatest of nineteenth-century travelers. On
the way into one of history's most extraordinary stories, he would take tea with kings, travel with holy men and
become the master of a hundred disguises; he would see things no westerner had glimpsed before and few have
glimpsed since. He would spy for the East India Company and be suspected of spying for Russia at the same time, for
this was the era of the Great Game, when imperial powers confronted each other in these staggeringly beautiful lands.
Masson discovered tens of thousands of pieces of Afghan history, including the 2,000-year-old Bimaran golden casket,
which has upon it the earliest known face of the Buddha. He would be oﬀered his own kingdom; he would change the
world, and the world would destroy him. This is a wild journey through nineteenth-century India and Afghanistan, with
impeccably researched storytelling that shows us a world of espionage and dreamers, ne'er-do-wells and opportunists,
extreme violence both personal and military, and boundless hope. At the edge of empire, amid the deserts and the
mountains, it is the story of an obsession passed down the centuries.

DO I LOOK LIKE I HAVE BREAST CANCER?
NEW WIG, NEW LOOK, NEW LIFE
Matador When Sue Wheeler’s worst nightmare of being diagnosed with breast cancer came true, she found the hidden
strength to stay positive, and to tackle the huge mountain facing her.One of her key decisions was to wear a wig when
out in public, rather than hats and scarves, because she ‘never wanted to look like a cancer patient’. This new,
stunning look provided a tremendous contribution to challenging peoples’ perceptions of what patients can achieve
and how they can look throughout treatment.This personal one-year diary highlights Sue’s positive attitude towards
cancer and its treatment, and some of the strategies she adopted to get through it, such as continuing to work parttime, socialising with friends and family, and regularly walking her dog.This is an essential read for cancer patients,
and their families and friends, to see what a diﬀerence a fantastic wig can make to patients’ self esteem and
conﬁdence during a diﬃcult, emotional and relentless treatment regime. It’s a true example of how to remain totally
positive and focused on recovery.

LONDON EXPLORED
SECRET, SURPRISING AND UNUSUAL PLACES TO DISCOVER IN THE CAPITAL
Unseen London Explore sixty of London's most surprising, secret and fascinating places.

WINGS OF CHANGE
A DUTCH IMMIGRANT'S JOURNEY
Wings of Change is a must-read story for anyone who has ever left home in search of home. In a wise, compassionate
and humorous voice,Bozuwa shares her struggle to belong - deﬁning herself as an American while holding in her heart
the lessons from her homeland.The author leaves Holland in 1957 and settles in rural New Hampshire where herDutch
husband who establishes a medical oﬃce in their home.

FATE'S RANSOM
47North Betrayal, war, and the risks of loyalty collide in the epic conclusion of the First Argentines series by the Wall
Street Journal bestselling author of Lady's Ransom. Ransom Barton has served three Argentine kings. The new
successor to the throne is the ruthless Jon-Landon, a fallible strategist when it comes to war. After losing against the
Occitanian armies, the king forces Ransom to bear the blame and removes him from the council. But Jon-Landon isn't
yet through with humbling the honorable knight of Ceredigion. When a retaliatory battle succeeds, Jon-Landon invites
Ransom back into his circle. Though Ransom's Fountain magic is made stronger by his fealty, he's once again forced to
make a terrible choice. And this time, Ransom's wife, Claire, and their sons could pay the price for Ransom's loyalty.
But as tensions between Ceredigion and Occitania reignite and alliances at court begin to crumble, a desperate JonLandon discovers his only ally is the knight he betrayed. With the future of Kingfountain hanging in the balance,
Ransom agrees to help. And as secret enemies reveal their endgame, Ransom knows that he may have to make the
ultimate sacriﬁce for the survival of the Argentine dynasty.

A GIRL FROM NOWHERE
47North Surrounded by ﬁre, a girl with mysterious powers and a young warrior search for safety. Life in the wasteland
is a constant struggle. No one knows it better than Taimin. Crippled, and with only his indomitable aunt to protect him,
Taimin must learn to survive in a world scorched by two suns and frequented by raiders. But when Taimin discovers his
homestead ransacked and his aunt killed, he sets oﬀ with one mission: to seek revenge against those who stole
everything. With nowhere to call home, his hunt soon takes a turn when he meets a mystic, Selena, who convinces him
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to join her search for the fabled white city. Taimin and Selena both need refuge, and the white city is a place where
Taimin may ﬁnd someone to heal his childhood injury. As they avoid relentless danger, Taimin and Selena attempt to
reach the one place that promises salvation. And they can only hope that the city is the haven they need it to be...

YOUR FIRST MILLION WORDS
An overnight success story...twenty years in the making. This is the story of Wall Street Journal-bestselling author Jeﬀ
Wheeler's journey to publication, from writing his ﬁrst million words to obtaining the publishing deal that ultimately
enabled him to leave his career at Intel and has resulted in over four million books being sold.It's a story of the pivotal
moments that have shaped his life and his novels, some of them inspiring and some cringe-worthy, seasoned with
meditations on creativity and what drives and quells it. Through sharing his own story, he also provides invaluable
insights about the writing process, and the process of becoming a writer. Whether you're a fan of his worlds or
someone seeking practical tips on how to write your own ﬁrst million words, this book will oﬀer both entertainment
and encouragement.

TRAINING COUNSELLORS
THE ASSESSMENT OF COMPETENCE
SAGE Publications Limited This text shows how competence can be assessed in counsellor training, providing material
for counselling trainers as they seek to design studies which will contribute to informing good practice in the
counselling profession. The text forms a summary of available research on counsellor competence and assessment,
and information about current practice, including examples of assessment systems used in a range of organizations.

BADGER IS BORED
NorthSouth Books Fun is just a fresh perspective away in this entertaining book about boredom. What a boring day!
Badger doesn’t feel like doing anything. Unfortunately, Fox, Squirrel, Blackbird, and Rabbit feel the same way. One
after the other, they appear at Badger’s door. Even together they don’t know what to do. But when Mouse comes over
wearing an eye patch, she gets the ball rolling—or rather a pirate ship in motion—and the treasure hunt begins!
Badger and his friends are ﬁnally on an adventure. Grumpy Badger is back in Moritz Petz’s humorous story—that could
take place in any children's room—reminding us that boredom often gives rise to the best ideas. Amélie Jackowski's
illustrations keep the laughs coming with her unique and humorous details. Praise for The Day Everything Went Wrong
“Amelie Jackowski’s illustrations are wonderful.”— Youth Services Book Review “This sweet Swiss import gives a fresh
take on altruism and friendship.”—Booklist

THE GIRL AT ROSEWOOD HALL
AmazonCrossing On his death bed, Lord Pembroke took great care to try to ensure the future of his beautiful,
unconventional niece, Lady Jane. Her debutante ball featured the most eligible bachelors of London society. But when
the night of the dance arrives, things do not go as planned. To escape the superﬁcial drama of the party, Jane seeks
refuge in the garden of Rosewood Hall, where she discovers a gravely injured girl. With her last breath, the child
beseeches Jane to ﬁnd another girl, Mary, and to save her from the same fate she has suﬀered. Lady Jane vows to fulﬁll
this ﬁnal wish, a promise that will entangle her in a dangerous intrigue and take her from the safety of home to the
hard streets of London. With the faded inscription in a tattered novel as her only physical clue, Jane sets out to
investigate the region's orphanages and inﬁltrate London's most elegant homes. Can she save young Mary from a
swiftly approaching doom?

MAD ABOUT MEATLOAF (WEENIE FEATURING FRANK AND BEANS BOOK #1)
Tundra Books Meet Weenie, a food-obsessed wiener dog, and his best friends Frank and Beans in this hilarious early
graphic novel for fans of Narwhal and Jelly and The Bad Guys. Weenie loves his human, Bob. He loves his guinea pig
friend, Beans, and his cat friend, Frank. He loves naps, adventures and sharing. In fact, Weenie loves pretty much
everything (except the mail carrier). But the thing Weenie loves and desires more than anything else in the world is
meatloaf. And he'll do anything to get it. Join Weenie, Frank and Beans on a laugh-out-loud meatloaf adventure,
complete with a trench coat disguise, a wild meatloaf trap and even a hungry wolf.

THE LOST WONDERLAND DIARIES, VOLUME 1
Lost Wonderland Diaries Something monstrous has been found in the magic world of Wonderland and it wants to get
out. Lewis Carroll created a curious and fantastical world in his classic book Alice in Wonderland, but he secretly
recorded the true story of his actual travels to Wonderland in four journals which have been lost to the world...until
now. Celia and Tyrus discover the legendary Lost Diaries of Wonderland and fall into a portal that pulls them into the
same fantasy world as the White Rabbit and the Mad Hatter. However, Wonderland has vastly changed. A darkness has
settled over the land, and some creatures and characters that Tyrus remembers from the book have been transformed
into angry monsters. Celia and Tyrus make their way through this unpredictable and dangerous land, helped by
familiar friends including the Cheshire Cat and a new character, Sylvan, a young rabbit. Together, they desperately
work to solve puzzles and riddles, looking for a way out of Wonderland. But the danger increases when the Queen of
Hearts begins hunting them. Believing the two young visitors hold the key to opening multiple portals to multiple
worlds, she will stop at nothing to capture them. It's up to Celia and Tyrus to save Wonderland and the real world. It's
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a race against time before they are trapped in Wonderland forever.

WE THOUGHT WE KNEW YOU
A TERRIFYING TRUE STORY OF SECRETS, BETRAYAL, DECEPTION, AND MURDER
From one of America's most celebrated true crime authorities, an investigation into the mysterious, sudden death of
Mary Yoder in Upstate New York and the law enforcement eﬀorts that eventually led to her killer's conviction for
murder. Sixty-year-old Mary Yoder and her husband of 40 years, 72-year-old Bill Yoder, owned and operated a
successful chiropractic center in Whitesboro, a quaint suburb of Utica, New York. In July 2015, without warning, Mary
suddenly became violently ill with vomiting, weakness, and sweating. Doctors in the ER and ICU were perplexed as to
the cause of her suﬀering. Within days she died at the hospital, surrounded by her loved ones. The medical examiner,
after consulting with the Poison Control Center, determined that she had been fatally poisoned with colchicine, a
chemical given to patients with gout--but extremely toxic when not taken as prescribed. Mary did not have gout. As
authorities investigated, both Mary's husband and her son were considered suspects. Suspicion ultimately focused on
Kaitlyn Conley, the attractive ex-girlfriend of the Yoders' 24-year-old son, Adam. Conley, who worked as an oﬃce
manager in the Yoders' chiropractic clinic, had set up an ingenious and heartless plan to frame Adam for murder as a
way to get back at him for breaking up with her. Many in the community rallied to Conley's defense, proclaiming her
"the real victim" of mistreatment by Adam. Her ﬁrst murder trial in May 2017 ended in a hung jury. A second jury heard
the case later in 2017. After jurors come back saying they too could not reach a verdict, the judge instructed them to
continue deliberating, and a guilty verdict was reached hours later. In January 2018 Katlyn Conley was sentenced to
serve 23 years in state prison for ﬁrst-degree manslaughter.

THE DUKE'S HOLIDAY
Montlake Romance The cold, precise Duke of Montford demands things his way: neatly ordered, in place, and adhering
closely to the rules. So he is furious when he learns that the tenant of his ducal estate has been dead for a year, and a
stranger has been running the Honeywell business—which, by contract, is now Montford's. When he arrives in
Yorkshire to investigate, he discovers that the estate is being run by an unruly, tomboyish woman—and a bluestocking
at that! Fiery redhead Astrid Honeywell is independent and educated. She's been handling the Honeywell family
business for years. And she's not about to relinquish it to anyone—not even Montford—because of some archaic
contract. Montford and Astrid have an instant hatred for one another…and an undeniable, unspeakable attraction.
They must resist this improper desire—after all, Montford has a ﬁancée in London. But when Astrid's life is placed in
terrible danger, Montford ﬁnds he may be willing to risk everything to save her.

SILVER ROAD
47North Chloe's quest to escape the Oracle's prophecy leads her to a magus with a secret: the eldren are not the only
race to use magic in warfare. An ancient power is rediscovered, and a forgotten people will return. Meanwhile, cursed
by his birth, Dion tries to forge a new life at sea, away from both the eldren and his former life in Xanthos, but the one
thing he can't leave behind is his heritage. Two kings on opposite sides of the ocean prepare for war. The clash of
civilizations has only just begun....

COPPER CHAIN
47North When a desperate king threatens Dion and everything he loves, only dangerous magic can keep him safe.
Dion, now king of Xanthos, is ﬁnally in command of the naval ﬂeet he’s always dreamed of. But his hopes for peace are
jeopardized when King Palemon, in dire need of ships to rescue his starving people from the frozen wastelands of the
north, invades the Salesian city of Malakai. Too weak to confront Dion directly, Palemon turns to magic: mysterious
copper chains from the lost civilization of Aleuthea, which have the potential to control dragons…and Dion. With the
people he loves in danger, and his own freedom at risk, Dion’s only hope is Chloe and the power she struggles to tame.

THE ONE I WAS
Lake Union Publishing Restless, troubled Rosamond Hunter has spent most of her life running away from the past,
ﬁlled with guilt about her involuntary role in her mother's death. When her nursing job brings her back to Fairﬂeet, her
childhood home, to care for an elderly refugee, she is forced to confront the ghosts that have haunted her for so long.
Her patient, Benny Gault, ﬁrst came to Fairﬂeet, England, in 1939, having ﬂed Nazi Germany on a Kindertransport
train. As his health fails, he and Rosamond begin to conﬁde in each other. At ﬁrst their tentative friendship revolves
around the love they both shared for Rosamond's glamorous grandmother, Harriet, but as their trust in each other
grows, guilty secrets are exposed and history is turned on its head. From the acclaimed author of Playing with the
Moon and Restitution comes a beautiful and haunting tale of friendship, redemption and forgiveness across
generations.

INK MAGE
47North In the ﬁrst installment of the A Fire Beneath the Skin trilogy, the city of Klaar has never fallen. No enemy has
ever made it across the Long Bridge or penetrated the city's mighty walls. Even when a powerful invading army shows
up at the gates, the duke and his daughter, Rina Veraiin, are certain that it poses little threat. But they are cruelly
betrayed from within and, in a horriﬁc spasm of violence, the city is brought to its knees. With the help of her
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bodyguard, Kork, the battle-trained young Rina narrowly escapes the slaughter and makes her way to the lair of an
ancient sorcerer--the Ink Mage--who gifts her with a strange, beautiful set of magical tattoos. Now a duchess in exile,
Rina sets out on a quest to reclaim what is rightfully hers, aided by a motley assortment of followers who will help her
in her cause--some for noble reasons and others for their own dark purposes. With the enemy's agents nipping at her
heels, Rina must learn to harness her new and startling magical powers if she is to assert her rightful place as ruler of
Klaar.

PASTA & PIZZA PRESTO
A collection of pasta and pizza recipes, with information on every type of pizza bread, pizza topping and pasta, as well
as how to make homemade varieties.

A SEARCH FOR STARLIGHT
47North "Taimin and Selena have destroyed the ﬁrewall that once trapped them in their dangerous wasteland. But
with their hard-fought freedom now comes a greater threat. Outside the wasteland, under the same two scorching
suns, live the bonded. This powerful ancient enemy will unleash a destructive war on the wasteland's inhabitants, and
Taimin knows it's a ﬁght they cannot win. When Zorn comes under attack, Selena uses all her power as a mystic to
protect the white city. Meanwhile Taimin's path takes him to Agravida, the capital of the advanced bonded civilization-where he must work fast to ﬁnd a weakness in a seemingly unbeatable enemy. To save everyone in the wasteland from
certain death, Taimin and Selena seek to contact their ancestors in the stars. But will they reach them in time, and will
their help be enough to turn the tide? The existence of the world is in their hands..."--

A PAINTED GODDESS
47north When the gods go to war, who will stand against their divine fury? In the thrilling conclusion to the A Fire
Beneath the Skin trilogy, the enchanted kingdom of Helva faces a nightmarish future of endless bloodshed, and Rina
Veraiin--a young warrior-duchess armed with mysterious, magical tattoos--must use her fantastic powers to save her
home from eternal war. As her far-ﬂung friends scour Helva for additional tattoos to increase her formidable abilities,
Rina reckons with an enigmatic death priest...the one whose contract grants her extraordinary magic but demands an
awful price. When her debt comes due, can Rina make the ultimate sacriﬁce? Deities clash and allies succumb as Rina
strives to fulﬁll her obligation and confront her strange and shocking destiny. Becoming an ink mage taxed Rina's
resources to their very limits; now she must become something else, something more, something awesome and
terrible. If she fails, her world will fall.

A WORLD OF SECRETS
47North Taimin and Selena must discover the truth about their world--before it's too late. In a world of secrets, Taimin
and Selena are desperate for answers. They need to discover the truth about their origins and the ﬁrewall that borders
the wasteland. If they don't ﬁnd the hidden path they seek, the citizens of Zorn will die. As they make the perilous
journey to the distant ﬁrewall, Taimin and Selena are joined by three companions: a young healer, a weapons trader,
and an old rover. Together the ﬁve are in constant danger, unable to rely on Selena's powers as she has lost the ability
to farcast--and she doesn't know how to get it back. Now Taimin ﬁnds himself hunted by a new enemy--a strange
creature on a bloodthirsty quest of his own. Taimin and Selena get ever closer to the answers that are essential to
their survival. But will they learn the truth in time to save themselves?
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